Traditionally, levels of detail (LOD) 
Introduction
Character animation brings a static model to life by defining how its geometry changes over time. In real-time applications (such as games), the standard approach is to model a stickfigure skeleton, or rig, then weight the influence of each bone on each vertex of the model, or skin. The animator may then control the bones of the rig, and the skin will deform accordingly.
Level of detail (LOD) refers to a class of techniques for managing the complexity of highly detailed models. Multiple representations of the base model are created, with varying amounts of detail, each of which should approximate the original as well as possible. The most appropriate representation is then selected for the task at hand. Standard applications include rendering (with distant models at lower detail), compression, and progressive transmission [Hop96] .
In this paper, we address the problem of combining the fields of character animation and level-of-detail. Traditionally, LOD representations of an animated character have been produced by applying a static LOD algorithm to a single pose of the character, namely the rest pose in which the model was created. Since this is only designed to be a good approximation in that pose, the quality in other poses may suffer. Figure 1 (a) shows an example of this: the rest pose has the horse standing straight, so the naïve approach eliminates the geometry necessary to represent the ankles and makes a poor approximation to the tail in the pose shown. Our approach is based on a particular method of character skinning, AS, which represents vertices as points in a high-dimensional space. We measure the error of approximations directly in this space, rather than in any particular pose. Standard LOD techniques work by reducing the geometric detail of models-eliminating vertices, edges and faces. However, the cost of either storing or rendering a model depends on the number of influences of bones on vertices: in our implementation, a vertex with four influences takes roughly three times as long to transform as a vertex with only one influence. A further contribution is influence simplification, an LOD technique that removes influences from vertices, and adjusts the remaining influences to minimize the resultant error. We also demonstrate that influence simplification may be combined with a progressive mesh in a unified framework. We start with general background on character animation and LOD in Section 2. Section 3 covers previous approaches to merging the two fields. Sections 4 and 5 describe our two contributions, namely progressive meshes in AS and influence simplification. We finish with results in Section 6 and conclusions in Section 7.
Background

Character animation
There are many algorithms used for character animation; Collins and Hilton [CH01] provide a survey. We will describe only two animation methods here: skeletal subspace deformation (SSD) and AS [MMG06] . Both are real-time skeletal animation methods, meaning that an animator positions the bones of the model, and this in turn drives the skin. The relationship between the bones and the skin is controlled by a set of weights.
Skeletal subspace deformation
In the case of SSD, there is a scalar weight for every bonevertex pair. Most of these weights are zero, since for example, it makes no sense for the position of a wrist bone to have any influence on the feet. We refer to the non-zero weights as influences: the bone is said to influence the vertex.
At this point, we introduce some notation. Let v be a vertex that is to be animated, w i be the weight corresponding to this vertex for bone i and G i be the matrix that transforms from the local space defined by bone i to model space. Variables marked with a hat (Ĝ andv) indicate values in the rest pose, while variables without a hat refer to the current pose of an animation. Between the rest pose and the current pose, each bone i is transformed by G iĜ −1 i , and SSD transformsv into v by a weighted linear combination of these transformations:
The transformations in Equation (1) are generally rigid (rotations and translations), but their linear combination may not be rigid. As a result, SSD has well-known shortcomings (shown in Figure 2 ), but despite this, it remains popular for real-time applications due to its simplicity, efficiency, and the established base of modeling tools and rendering systems that support it. Nevertheless, there are many proposed algorithms that address these flaws [SRC01, MG03a, KCŽO08, WP02, MMG06].
Animation space
Animation space is one approach to address the flaws in SSD. In Equation (1), one can define p i = w iĜ SSD as
The matrix and vector above are labelled G and p, and referred to as the animation projection matrix and the animation-space position of the vertex, respectively. This substitution increases the degrees of freedom, and is not reversible (that is, given an arbitrary p i , it is not possible to construct corresponding w i andv). The extra degrees of freedom make it possible to overcome the flaws in SSD by judicious selection of the vector p. The only restriction is that p, the sum of the homogeneous components of the p i vectors, is 1. This is equivalent to the requirement that w i = 1 in SSD, and ensures the convention that v has a homogeneous weight of 1.
Apart from addressing the flaws in SSD, AS has two advantages that concern us here. First, it is a generalization of SSD, and thus the algorithms presented in Sections 4 and 5 can be applied to existing models created with SSD. More importantly, those algorithms depend on the L 2,2 metric of animation space, which measures the root-mean-squared geometric distance between points, with the average taken across all poses. Let E[f (x)] be the expected value of f (x), where x is a random variable. The L 2,2 distance between p and q is defined as a norm on the difference s = p − q, with G being the random variable:
The expectation E[G T G] is labelled P, and called the expectation matrix. Merry et al. [MMG06] show how this matrix may be estimated from a combination of samples (such as from a pre-defined animation) and assumptions about the independence of joints. Note that P depends only on the probability distribution of poses, and is independent of the vertices. Thus, it is practical to estimate P once from thousands or even hundreds of thousands of poses (e.g., every frame in several hours of animation). The number of samples used does not change the cost of evaluating the L 2,2 metric, which is quadratic in the number of influences on p and q.
Level of detail
Most level-of-detail schemes for polygonal models are based on the progressive mesh [Hop96] . This is a data structure that represents a sequence of simplifications, each of which collapses an edge to a single vertex and removes up to two faces from the model (see Figure 3) . A typical progressive mesh scheme uses a priority queue to rank potential edge collapses according to some metric on the local neighbourhood, and repeatedly applies the best collapse [Hop96, GH97] . This yields a sequence of meshes M = M 0 , M 1 , . . . , M n where each differs from the previous one only in a small neighbourhood. Luebke [Lue01] provides a survey of the wide variety of level-of-detail schemes, including those based on progressive meshes.
An important consideration in rendering modern characters is texture: a model will typically have high-detail colour information, and sometimes lighting information such as normal or specularity, associated with the surface by means of a parametrization. If the texture coordinates are poorly approximated, the textures will appear to slide across the surface, even if the geometry is accurate. Appearance-preserving simplification (APS) is a method that addresses this directly: the metric of a simplified representation is a conservative approximation of the maximum distance between the original and simplified representations, with the distances measured between points that have the same texture coordinates [COM98] . An additional innovation is that the original model may be sampled to produce a normal map, allowing the original normal information to be texture-mapped onto the simplified model and thus yielding high-fidelity lighting. This makes APS advantageous even for models with no existing parametrization, as by first computing a parametrization one may take advantage of this high-fidelity lighting.
Sander et al. [SSGH01] make several modifications to APS, including a "memoryless" form of the metric. When considering a candidate collapse that would transform M i to M i+1 , they take the cost of the collapse to be the deviation between M i and M i+1 , rather than the deviation between M 0 and M i+1 as in standard APS. This reduces memory requirements and simplifies the implementation. They also use the half-edge collapse, in which one end-point of an edge is collapsed to the other, rather than both end-points being collapsed to a new vertex. This constrains simplifications to lie within the convex hull of the original model, and so convex regions tend to lose volume as they are simplified. The advantage of the half-edge collapse is that there is no need to optimize the location of a newly introduced vertex, and indeed no new vertices need to be introduced and stored.
Related Work
While both character animation and LOD are mature fields, there is relatively little research on combining them, and most techniques consider generic animation without taking advantage of the structure of skeletally animated characters.
Geometry videos [BSM
* 03] extend the idea of geometry images [GGH02] to animations. A geometry image is an encoding of a model into an image via a parametrization: the three colour channels of each pixel contain the X, Y and Z position of a point on the model. A geometry video is simply a sequence of geometry images, which is compressed using techniques from the field of video compression.
Shamir and Pascucci [SP01] use a single progressive mesh computed from one pose. They improve on the naïve algorithm by using a directed acyclic graph (DAG) indicating the dependencies between simplifications, and dynamically adjusting a cut through this DAG. This approach has previously been used for view-dependent LOD [XV96] , but in this case the "view" depends on the view-point in time. Additionally, they propose mechanisms to handle changes in attributes (such as vertex colour), connectivity and topology. Similar approaches have been used by Kircher and Garland [KG05] and Payan et al. [PHB07] , which start from a simplification from the first frame and make progressive updates over time.
Deformation-sensitive decimation (DSD) [MG03b] is closer to our approach. A single progressive mesh is constructed, and only the originally computed representations are used (as opposed to a cut through a dependency graph). Instead of run-time adjustments, the edge collapse metric is modified to take a set of poses into account. The authors use a quadric error metric [GH97] , averaged over a number of sample poses. Huang et al. [HCC06] add an extra term to penalise simplifications of areas that undergo deformation, and also dynamically adjust a graph-cut at run-time to improve the quality of each frame.
The methods discussed above are all designed for a general animation, rather than specifically for a character animation. DeCoro and Rusinkiewicz [DR05] adapt DSD to characters animated with SSD, which accommodates two improvements. First, sample poses are automatically generated with stratified random sampling, based on a specified probability distribution for each joint. Secondly, the quadrics for each vertex are transformed back into the reference pose, and may be added to give a single quadric during the initialization phase. As a result, the more computationally intensive simplification phase has no additional cost over a static LOD implementation.
Dynamic adjustment of a graph cut is relatively expensive, and is not well-suited to current GPU designs [Die00] . The other methods listed here are based on modifications of the error metric, and require no specific run-time manipulation. In other words, the simplifications can be used as replacements for naïve, rest-pose simplifications, with no modifications to the renderer. However, the production of the simplifications during pre-processing is relatively expensive due to the sampling, as some part of the algorithm is at least O(SV) for S samples and V vertices. Although DeCoro and Rusinkiewicz [DR05] report reasonable results with 16 samples, it would be more satisfying to separate the estimation of the pose-space probability distribution from per-vertex/edge operations. Animation space achieves this: only certain moments of the distribution are needed to compute the L 2,2 metric, and these can be computed (analytically or by numerical means) from a specified distribution, or estimated from a supplied animation sequence, where it is practical to use thousands of samples. If sampling is used, then our algorithm has complexity O(SB + B 2 + I 2 V + V log V ) for S pose samples, B bones, I influences per vertex and V vertices; the terms are respectively for estimating per-bone probability distributions, computing P from these, measurements of the L 2,2 metric, and for maintaining the priority queue. In a typical model, B is quite small (under 100) and I is even smaller (under 10) regardless of the number of vertices, so in the case of many samples and vertices, we expect our algorithm to perform significantly better than one with an O(SV) term.
Progressive Meshes in Animation Space
We base our approach on appearance-preserving simplification (APS). Apart from its intrinsic advantages, APS works well in this context because it uses a parametrization to determine the correspondence between different representations of a model. This would otherwise be quite difficult and costly to determine in a high-dimensional space such as animation space. Figure 3 shows the neighbourhood of an edge collapse in parameter space. Within each region, or cell, of the diagram, both M i (the mesh immediately prior to the collapse) and M i+1 (the mesh produced from M i by the collapse) are linear in the parametric coordinates, and hence so is the vector representing the difference between corresponding points. Since these cells are convex, it follows that the maximum difference between M i and M i+1 occurs at one of the cell corners, marked by dots in the figure. This is all that is needed to compute the memoryless APS metric for a candidate collapse. While Cohen et al. [COM98] try several possibilities for placing v , Sander et al. [SSGH01] restrict v to coincide with either v 1 or v 2 , and we have followed this as it reduces the number of cell corners to consider, as well as simplifying the implementation.
In animation space, the situation is no different: we simply replace the Euclidean metric with the L 2,2 metric when measuring the deviation at cell corners.
The standard form of APS, in which the deviation is measured between M 0 and M i+1 , is more complicated. Measuring the exact Hausdorff distance is prohibitively expensive, so a conservative approximation is used instead. A bounding box is associated with each face, which bounds the vector between any point on that face and the corresponding point in M 0 . These are combined with the offset vectors at the cell corners to produce updated bounding boxes for the faces in the new neighbourhood. The primary advantage of this form is that it provides guaranteed error bounds. However, the memoryless form generally produces results of similar quality, while being simpler to implement and more timeand memory-efficient to execute [SSGH01] .
The standard form of APS can be adapted to animation space, but doing so accentuates the disadvantages of this form. Bounding boxes must now be stored and manipulated in animation space, which has four dimensions per bone. The approximation quality is also poor if the bounding boxes are axis-aligned, because the axes are not conjugate with respect to the expectation matrix P (recall that the L 2,2 norm is defined as s 2 2,2 = s T P s). Instead, we use bounding parallelepipeds with sides parallel to the eigenvectors of P, which produces better results. Unfortunately, it destroys the sparsity of animation-space coordinates, further increasing time and memory requirements.
Influence Simplification
In adapting APS to animation space, we have thus far treated vertices as atomic entities which all cost the same to store or render. In animation space, however, the cost to store a vertex is directly proportional to the number of bones that influence it. The rendering cost is more implementation-dependent, but the number of influences is still a significant consideration.
We now describe influence simplification, a method for reducing the number of influences on a vertex in an optimal way. Given a vertex, an influence simplification removes one influence from the vertex, and also modifies the remaining influences so that the new vertex is as close to the original as possible in the L 2,2 metric.
Let p be a vertex in animation space. Without loss of generality, suppose p is influenced by bones 1, 2, . . . , k, and that we wish to eliminate the influence from bone k (we try to eliminate each influence of p in turn, and take the simplification with the minimum deviation). The simplification will replace p with p + s, subject to the constraints:
1. s is influenced by (at most) bones 1 through k.
2. s k = −p k , to cancel the influence on p.
3. s is a vector, i.e., s = 0 (recall that s is the sum of the homogeneous components of s).
4. s 2,2 is minimal subject to the above.
Both p and s have non-zero coordinates only in those dimensions of animation space corresponding to the first k bones, and working only within this subspace improves the performance of the optimization. Letp ands be the coordinates of p and s in this subspace, andP be the submatrix of P consisting of the first k rows and columns. The optimization can then be reformulated as minimisings
TPs subject to As = b, where A is a 5 × 4k matrix and b a 5-vector that together encode constraints 2 and 3 above. This is a relatively straightforward optimization problem whenP is non-singular. WriteP as UDU T , where U is orthogonal and D is diagonal. This is possible becauses TPs ≥ 0 for alls, and henceP is non-negative definite symmetric. Let C =P T , lets = Cs and let A = AC −1 . The problem may now be rewritten as minimising s (the Euclidean norm) subject to A s = b, which is simply a matter of projecting the origin onto the subspace defined by the constraint. The same approach applies when it is singular (which is not unlikely [MMG06] ), but some extra steps must be taken to regularise the problem. This process is quite slow. The computational cost can be amortised by noting that the most expensive steps, namely computing the diagonalization ofP and manipulating A, do not depend on p but only on the set of bones that influence it and the influence that is to be removed. We cache the results of these expensive computations and re-use them on nearby vertices, which often have the same influences. Cache hit rates are very close to 100%, and this optimization produces at least an order-of-magnitude speedup.
Combination with progressive meshes
Apart from defining the optimization, the L 2,2 metric can be used to measure the deviation of an influence simplification. Since both APS and influence simplification define deviations in terms of the L 2,2 metric between two points in correspondence, the two types of simplification can be interleaved in a single sequence of simplifications. For memoryless APS, this is quite straightforward. The priority queue of potential simplifications now contains both edge collapses and influence collapses. When a half-edge collapse is performed, the vertex that was eliminated must also be removed from the priority queue, apart from the usual book-keeping common to all progressive mesh algorithms. When an influence is removed from a vertex, every edge incident on a triangle containing this vertex must be updated in the priority queue (see Figure 4) , and if the vertex still has more than one influence, it must be re-evaluated for further simplification.
Similarly, it is possible to combine influence simplification with standard APS, yielding collapse costs that are a conservative bound on the L 2,2 distance between any two corresponding points, by making appropriate updates to the per-face bounding boxes. However, we will see that this produces poor results, so we will not elaborate further on it.
Results
Quality
We used six models to test our implementation, shown in Figures 1 and 5 . Cylinder is an artificial example (a simple cylinder with a bend in the middle) produced by fitting an animation-space model to a set of examples [MMG06] ; horse, cat and arm are more realistic models produced with the same fitting process. Cyberdemon is a character from Doom III (copyright Id software and used with permission), and mancandy is a demonstration model from the Blender test suite, with two steps of Catmull-Clark subdivision applied.
In Figure 6 , we compare our methods of simplification against traditional LOD based only on the rest pose. In all cases, we are using memoryless APS, and we have chosen representations whose number of influences are as similar as possible. As expected, regular 3D simplification provides particularly poor results around the joints of the legs and tail, which are the parts that move most during the animation. The error is particularly evident on the back-right ankle, which disappears at 680 influences. Using influence simplification reduces the number of edge collapses required to maintain a satisfactory level of geometric detail.
Of course, influence simplification may occasionally produce a sub-optimal result, as illustrated by the last figure in 6(c). In this pose, and for a very coarse level of detail, the simplified approximation fails to represent a particular vertex in the chest of the horse accurately which leads to a localised protrusion. Fortunately this level of detail is generally used for distant models, and the corresponding screen space error would thus be negligible.
The rest pose of the mancandy model has most joints in a bent pose, so using the L 2,2 metric contributes little. Figure 7 shows a close-up of the hand, where this metric improves the shape of the wrist and of the bottom finger. Influence simplification significantly improves the curvature of the palm. Figure 8 shows graphs of the root-mean-square (RMS) geometric deviation of a number of models simplified using three methods, plotted against the number of influences in the model. The means are taken over both the surface of the model and the frames of an animation. Because the errors span many orders of magnitude, the errors are shown relative to rest-pose simplification for clarity.
The horse and cat models indicate that influence simplification combined with standard APS (dashed red) does not give reliable quality, although the results are better for the other models. The solid lines represent memoryless APS, which is the preferred form for our method. Simplification in animation space, even without influence simplification, consistently produces results that are better overall, and are slightly worse only with extreme simplification of some of the models. Introducing influence simplification has more variable results. Generally it makes an improvement, in some cases by an order of magnitude, but in the case of mancandy the results are worse for intermediate levels of detail (LOD). We conjecture that the disappointing results for mancandy are caused by large translation components in the model's joint matrices, which are poorly handled in our estimation of P from sample poses. Since large translations are anatomically implausible, we do not expect this to be a serious problem in general. It is also worth noting that for the influence counts in question, the absolute error is less than 10 −4 -less than the quantization error of many "lossless" compression schemes [AG04]-and so the difference is unlikely to be visible even when the model is in the foreground.
Influence simplification is particularly beneficial in two areas. During the initial simplification steps (to the right in each graph), superfluous influences may be eliminated at very little cost. While this effect is most obvious in the artificial cylinder model, it is also clearly present in the realworld cyberdemon model, where almost 250 influences are removed before the graph is even visible above the axis. This also suggests that influence simplification may be used as a method to restrict the number of influences in a model, possibly allowing different LOD to be selected depending on hardware capabilities.
The second area in which influence simplification excels is extreme simplification. For an influence count where a pure progressive-mesh algorithm is forced to apply all legal edge collapses, using influence simplification allows some detail to be preserved while instead eliminating some influences. Furthermore, influence simplification is able to produce representations with fewer total influences than is possible with only edge collapses. Since APS cannot apply collapses that alter the texture space covered by the model, this is not a trivial concern.
User tests
Geometric error is not necessarily a good indicator of perceived quality. For example, displacing every vertex by a fixed amount will yield a large geometric error but there will be no apparent loss of quality, while displacing only a random 50% of the vertices by the same offset will yield less geometric error but will look far worse. We conducted tests with users to validate the results of the geometric error tests.
Each test sample involved showing a user a pair of short video clips (7-8 seconds) . Each video showed a number of copies (typically 100) of the same animated character. Within each pair, the content was the same, as was the camera path (an inward spiral to show a range of angles and distances), and only the LOD mechanism differed. Rather than showing the videos side-by-side, which would have allowed the user to make pixel-level comparisons, we showed the videos sequentially so that they would be evaluated qualitatively. After the videos were shown, the user was asked to select which one was better, with a forced choice.
For each of the test models except the cylinder, we created three progressive meshes using In every case, we used memoryless error metrics. In the first set of tests, we compared (a) to (b), with an error tolerance of 1.5, 3 or 6 pixels for (b), and a tolerance for (a) that yielded, as closely as possible, the same total number of influences across all frames of the video. The second set compared (b) to (c) similarly, although some samples had to be dropped as without influence simplification, it was impossible to reduce (b) to an equivalent influence count to (c).
We had 23 volunteer test subjects, mostly students and staff at a university. For each combination of subject, model, test type and pixel tolerance we took two samples, one with the order of the two videos reversed to control for ordering bias. For each subject, the order of the samples was randomized, and also interleaved with samples from a third test type, which is not the subject of this paper. In a pilot study, we found strong evidence of a learning effect, where users would learn to identify specific artefacts, and were less likely to make random choices in later samples. To control for this, we first conducted a training phase, consisting of a third sample of each type (with the order of the two videos being random). These samples were collected exactly as for the experiment phase and users were not made aware of any difference, but the results from the training phase were discarded.
In the first experiment (rest-pose versus AS), we expected that the error tolerance would be an influencing factor, with more statistical significance at higher error tolerances (since with a zero or small tolerance, the result is indistinguishable from the ideal, irrespective of the LOD algorithm). We were surprised to find that the reverse was true. At 1.5 pixels, there was a significant preference (p < 0.002) for animationspace simplification over rest-pose simplification, while at 3 and 6 pixels there was no statistically significant result. We conjecture that at 1.5 pixels the errors in the rest-pose simplifications are just noticeable to users but those of animationspace simplifications are not, while at higher tolerances, users are unable to distinguish between large errors with little relative difference.
In the second experiment (with influence simplification versus without), the choice of scene was highly significant. This is not surprising, as some models have more redundant influences than others. Only the horse and mancandy models showed statistically significant results, with users preferring influence simplification. This is in spite of the apparently poor performance of influence simplification on mancandy shown in Figure 8 , confirming that the central areas of this graph (where influence simplification performs poorly, but where absolute errors are minuscule) are less important. Table 1 summarises properties of the models, and shows the impact of our improvements on the time required to produce progressive meshes. Although the animation-space metric is more expensive to compute, a substantial portion of the running time is devoted to other calculations such as identifying the cell corners and maintaining the priority queue, and thus using the AS metric adds at most 50% overhead. It should be noted that in all three methods we used the same code, whereas an implementation designed specifically for the 3D case may be expected to perform slightly better.
Off-line performance
Influence simplification is more expensive, as we must solve an optimization problem for each potential simplification. We cache factorizations ofP and A, for the last 1024 influence sets encountered. The low cache miss rates shown in Table 1 are instrumental in maintaining performance, and as a result, running times increase by a factor of at most 3.2. We found that a larger cache has diminishing returns, and the cost of searching the cache becomes a disadvantage.
Rendering performance
Influence simplification somewhat complicates rendering, since the resulting models are not representable within the SSD framework. We implemented a renderer to measure the impact on performance. It uses geomorphing [Hop96] to smoothly interpolate between LOD, and tangent-space normal maps [PAC97] to reconstruct the original lighting. Note: 3D is traditional simplification of the rest pose, ignoring animation; AS is animation-space edge collapses; and AS+IS is AS with the addition of influence simplifications. Cache miss rate is the number of times that matrix factorizations are not found in the cache during influence simplification. Note: 3D is traditional simplification of the rest pose, ignoring animation; AS is animation-space edge collapses; and AS+IS is AS with the addition of influence simplifications.
This requires six 4-vectors to be used in vertex transformation for each influence on a bone: a position and two tangents for each of two levels of detail. With the 16 pervertex attributes guaranteed by OpenGL, this would limit a straightforward implementation to two influences per vertex.
To avoid this limit, we encode the animation-space positions and tangents into textures, which we access from the vertex shader.
Merry et al. [MMG06] have previously shown that using animation-space coordinates for rendering actually improves performance over a straightforward SSD renderer, as the weight is pre-multiplied. Table 2 shows the rendering performance with the method described above at 1280 × 1024 on a GeForce 8800GTX and a Core2Duo E6600 (clock speed 2.4 GHz). With the exception of the 1,020-instance horse scene, the scenes and camera paths are the same as those used in user testing.
The apparent drop in performance when using animationspace simplification is due to the way error is measured: when rendering the naïve simplifications, the tolerance is for a 2-pixel error in the rest pose, but the actual error may be much greater, whereas the animation-space LOD are chosen for an average error of 2 pixels across all poses. Thus, while sometimes slightly slower, these representations will more accurately meet the nominal pixel tolerance.
It should be noted that the same code-paths are used when LOD is disabled, and in particular, geomorphing is still done. It is thus likely the speedups will not be quite as dramatic in practise.
We had hoped that influence simplification would improve rendering performance, due to fewer influences needed for a given tolerance, and also because further simplification is possible. While there are indeed fewer influences rendered, Table 2 suggests that this is not the bottleneck in the rendering pipeline. Our implementation has a relatively high per-object overhead (around 15µs), but recent extensions to the OpenGL API, such as instancing [Gol06] and bindable uniforms [BL08] have the potential to reduce the overheads involved and may make influence simplification more beneficial.
Conclusions
We have demonstrated two improvements to the quality of LOD for articulated characters. The first is to perform computations in animation space. Unlike previous approaches to the problem, no sampling of the pose space is required. Sampling may be used to estimate the matrix P, but this is done once rather than per-vertex, and so it is practical to use very large sample sizes. While animation-space computations allow this method to be applied to animation-space models, it may also be applied to SSD models, and the output is again a sequence of SSD models due to the half-edge collapse. Thus, while our method is limited to articulated models, it is not necessary to use animation space in either modelling or rendering. As with previous work that samples the pose space [MG03b, DR05] , the algorithm is applied entirely off-line, and there is no special work to be done during rendering. We have not done a direct comparison to this prior work, but we expect visual quality to be at least as good due to the analytic error computations and the use of appearancepreserving simplification.
The second contribution is influence simplification, which eliminates influences rather than geometry. This improves quality and allows for more extreme simplification than is otherwise possible. It is also useful for eliminating redundant influences in a base model (independently of any runtime LOD), for example to meet a hardware limitation on the number of influences per vertex. The disadvantages are the additional computational cost (but only during preprocessing), and the fact that output models may not be representable within SSD. This makes it undesirable for compression or progressive transmission of SSD models, but it is useful for rendering due to the improved quality [MMG06] .
